[Abstract] Animal models are an important tool for studying neuropsychiatric disorders. However, a major challenge for researchers working with laboratory rodents is trying to reproduce 'core' symptoms of complex human disorders such as schizophrenia. Despite this challenge, however, it is still conceivable to use animal models designed to reproduce some of the disease's 'endo-phenotypes'. One example is the prepulse inhibition (PPI) of the startle reflex. PPI is a form of startle plasticity and is characterized by a normal reduction in startle magnitude that occurs when an intense startling stimulus (or pulse) is preceded by a weaker pre-stimulus (or prepulse). The PPI paradigm is commonly used to evaluate sensorimotor gating and it has been described in numerous species including humans and rodents. Deficits in PPI have been observed in subjects with schizophrenia and other neuropsychiatric diseases, as well as in established animal models of these disorders. The PPI paradigm is therefore largely used to explore genetic and neurobiological mechanisms underlying the sensorimotor gating phenotypes found in these disorders. Thus, it is necessary to set up reliable and reproducible protocols to study PPI in mice.
used in the study of neuropsychiatric diseases and has proven a useful tool for studying and characterizing the effects of several anti-psychotics (Xue et al., 2012) , and for exploring the mechanisms underlying psychotic-like behaviors (Geyer, 1999; Ouagazzal et al., 2001 ).
Materials and Reagents
1. Mice (C57BL6/N mice purchased from Janvier Labs, Le Genest-Saint-Isle, France)
Note: If pharmacological treatments are applied before PPI performance, the reagents will depend on the control or drug solutions prepared. Depending on the treatments applied prior to the testing, the animals can be housed in either single or collective cages. Here, we describe the experimental design used in our lab to study PPI response in mice (BusquetsGarcia et al., 2017), but the protocol can be modified by adjusting the pulse and prepulse intensities, the number of trials, inter-trial intervals etc., appropriate for exploring different experimental questions.
70% ethanol
1. Begin the session with a 5-min acclimation period. During the acclimation period, the constant background noise of 70-dB white noise is presented for the animal to adapt to the animal holder, startle box and background noise. a. The first five trials consist of five pulse-alone trials where 120 dB of white noise is presented in isolation for a duration of 20 msec (i.e., with no prepulse). These trials serve to habituate and stabilize the animals to the startle response.
b. Subsequently, ten blocks of trials are presented. Each block consists of one pulse-alone trial, three prepulse-alone trials (+3, +6, or +12 units above the background of 70 dB), three combinations of prepulse-pulse trials, and one no-stimulus trial (i.e., background only) ( Table 1 ). The 8 trials are presented in a randomized order within each block, with the intertrial interval (ITI) varying randomly between 10 and 30 sec, intended to minimize habituation to startle across trials.
Notes:
i. (Graham, 1975; Hoffman and Searle, 1968 Having created your experimental protocol (A1, A2), you can create a study database using the SR-LAB startle apparatus software, defining both the experimental sessions and the subjects that will be tested.
Transport the mice to the testing room. You can simultaneously test as many mice as the number of chambers you have available (software compatible with up to a maximum of 16 chambers).
For housing conditions, see Note 1. Take care not to stress the mice before starting the experiment and, to that end, make no changes to the home cage (e.g., bedding) for at least 24 h before the experiment. Illumination and noise levels in the testing room should be comparable to those in the housing rooms in order to minimize environmental effects on the behavioral outcome. Tubular animal enclosure minimizes stress from being restrained while animal remains centered over the sensor for consistently reliable results.
4. In each experimental session, place the mouse in the cylinder inside the testing chamber and secure the door shut.
5. Run the experimental session according to the experimental design described above. The session will stop automatically at the end of the protocol (after approximately 35-40 min).
6. Remove each mouse from the chamber at the end of the experimental session and return it to its home cage. Wipe clean the animal holders and chambers with water and allow to dry before introducing the next animal.
7. Select the next session on the screen and repeat the procedure for all the animals. 
Data analysis
Reactivity scores obtained on the first and last blocks of five consecutive pulse-alone trials can be analyzed separately to evaluate startle habituation. The data obtained from the remaining 80 trials are categorized into three different subsets according to their relevance to distinct behavioral constructs.
First, startle reactivity (S) is assessed from the reactivity scores obtained in the pulse-alone trials (excluding the first and last blocks of five consecutive pulse-alone trials). The 100 millisecond response window after the presentation of the 120 dB pulse is analyzed by the software and the maximal response peak amplitude is used to determine the acoustic startle response as a control index for the animal's reaction to the startle pulse ( Figure 4A ).
Second, reactivity on prepulse-pulse trials (PPiS) relative to the pulse-alone/startle trials (S) is used to evaluate prepulse inhibition (PPI) ( Figure 4B ). The amount of prepulse inhibition is calculated as a percentage score for each acoustic prepulse trial type using the following formula:
% PPI = 100 x (S -PPiS)/S ( Figure 4B )
Third, to measure prepulse-elicited reactivity (PP), data from prepulse-alone trials are included.
The output of a typical experiment should show increasing PPI levels with increasing prepulse intensities, with relatively low variability ( Figure 4C ). Well-established effects of particular drugs on PPI should be reproducible when using the same strain, sex, and drug dosages. Startle response data typically show more variability and less reliability than PPI response data. millisecond response window after the presentation of a pulse-alone and a prepulse-pulse trial.
The arrows indicate the maximal response peak amplitude, which is used to determine the acoustic startle response and the maximal response time as an index of the animal's reactivity to the stimuli. B. Reactivity on prepulse-pulse trials (PPiS) relative to pulse-alone/startle trials (S) is utilized to evaluate prepulse inhibition (PPI). C. Percent prepulse inhibition (%PPI) is shown for naïve wild-type mice with a BL6N background produced in our institute. As expected, PPI levels increase with increasing prepulse intensity (above background), and variability is low. 
Recipes
The current protocol does not contain any recipes. In case any psychotogenic or other drug is used as a positive control for the test, the preparation should be done according to relevant protocols and manufacturer's guidelines.
